The process e + e -+ \IV + (Higgs boson) is examined for production of such bosons at masses above 0.4 TeV/c 2 . Possible backgrounds, such as e+e-+ (soft photons) + W+W-, e+e-+ W+W-,
a Higgs boson heavier than about 0.7 TeV/c 2 will be hard to separate from nonresonant W+W-production, andjets will provide an important background to any broad signal. 6 
where H is produced by W+W-or ZZ fusion B -ll in process (2) . The process e+e-+ZH, 
(5) (6) limit detectable Higgs masses to (0.4, 0.6, 0.9) TeV/c 2 for s=(I, 2,4)
TeV2.
--,......., Fig. 1 . The lepton 4-momenta are PI' P2 (initial), and Pl" P2'
(final). The neutrino energies are El" E2" The final neutrino threemomenta Pl' and P2' (in the e+e-center of mass) define an angle e = cos -1 (-P l . P2)' The vector bosons coalescing to fonn the Higgs boson carry 4-momenta qi ,;, Pi -' Pi' (i = 1,2). Then the cross section is
wherea EM '" 1/128 is the electromagnetic fine structure constant at Also shown in Fig. 2 is the cross section for 'e+e-+ ZH, given by the expression 13
; r_ -_.
where K is the c.m. three-momentum of either final particle,
While this process is important for Higgs production at lower energies, we see that it does not provide large eno~gh cross sections for production of Higgs bosons of masses in the several hundred Ge V range.
The cross sections (8) attain their maxima for given MH at IS somewhat below 2M H , as shown in Table 1 . Higgs bosons up to 400 GeV/c2 may be detected via this process if we demand ° <!: 1O-5 nb.
Three sources of background have been found which further reduce the highest acccessible Higgs mass from WWfusion. These are the processes (4)-(6), which we discuss in turn.
The process e+e-+ it accounts for a cross section ° ., More important is the process e+e-+ W+W-, where the W loses energy by decays to cs or tb, followed by primary semileptonic decays of 
Here Zo is the cosine of the minimum c.m. angle a min observable in the detector, zo:: cos a min ; £w;z == 4M w i 1s ,
and Bw;z== Il-£w;z·
The WW and ZZ cross sections and their sum are plotted in Fig. 3 for s = 1 TeV2. For reasonably large values of a min the logarithms in (10) and ( . (14) presupposing ~n appreciable kinematic suppression-of the tb final state.
. We imagine each semileptonic decay of a c, b, or t to degrade the energy of the corresponding quark to 2/3 of its previous value, and to occur with a 10% probability. Most important of all is initial electron Bremsstrahlung in e+e-+ W+W-. The probability that a photon of energy between E and E + dE is radiated by e + or e -iS I6
A(E)dE = aA(rslE ww )<u\[ 
The expression (15) is the result of summing over multiple soft photo~s.
The resulting cross sectiondaldE ww per Ge V of photon energy is obtained by multiplying (15) by (10) (with s in (10) replaced by Eww 2 ).
We take 9 min = 15°. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . The cross sections rise with decreasing Eww at low Eww because of the behavior of a(e+e-+ W+W-), and with iricreasing Eww at high Eww because of the usual dElE behavior orthe Bremsstrahlung spectrum (15) .
The values of daldE ww must be multiplied by the energy spread llEww in Eww to obtain a background cross section a B which can be compared with that for the process (2) . A minimum estimate of this spread is llEww '" r H; we neglect additional effects due to instrumental resolution. The cross sections for signal and background are compared in Table 2 .
In Table 2 we have underlined those cross sections corresponding to the maximum Higgs masses for each s for which the signal from e + e ~ Comparison of signal (os) and Bremsstrahlung background cross sections (OB) in Higgs production by e+e-... vvH. Cross sections are in fb = 10-39cm2 or fb/GeV. Underlined entries correspond to maximum observable Higgs mass for a given s .
• ". "". 
